
Chapter IV 

The Koch Kingdom: Consolidation, Segmentation and Continuity. 

Visvasimha's kingdom got the final task of transformation to a 'centralized and 

consolidated state system' with the beginning of rule of King Nara Narayan 

(Malladeva) in 1540 A.D.' Together with his brother Sukladhvaj (Chilarai), Nara 

Narayan continued the policy of aggressive warfare initiated by Visvasimha. But 

division of the kingdom between the successors of Nara Narayan and Chilarai and 

internecine strife between two branches eventually reduced the Koch territory. But the 

Koches of main branch (Cooch Behar) continued the warfare for its own defence 

against the Ahoms, Mughals and the Bhuatense and maintained its independent status 

till 1772 A.D. 

4.1. Warfare and Territorial Formation. 

In his lifetime Visvasimha distributed the offices of the state to his all sons.^ 

Malladeva was elected as Yubaraj (king) and Sukladhvaj as the general of army. But 

they were engaged in Sanskrit studies in Benaras^ while Visvasimha was in the 

deathbed. So Narasimha, eldest son of Visvasimha, had assumed the kingship. But he 

fled from the capital when Malladeva and Sukladhvaj got back from Benaras. 

Narasimha had been roaming for political shelter in Eastern Nepal which was under 

the control of tribal people and their polity came to be identified as Morung or 

Vijaypur. Due to the matrimonial relations between Visvasimha and Nepal, ^ 

Narasimha got shelter in Morung. But Malladeva and Sukadhvaja defeated the army of 

Morung. Narasimha fled from Morung and eventually took shelter in Bhutan and 

established his control in certain tracts of Bhutan.* Internal dissension did not continue 

for a long time and Malladeva was coronate as Nara Narayan in 1540 A.D. and 

Sukladhvaja was appointed as military general. 

Endangered territory of the Tista-Brahmaputra valley with a center of power at 

Kamatapur, a tribal militia and a rudimentary administration without regular income 

inherited by Nara Narayan essentially led the Koches to continue the warfare for the 

consolidation of the emerging state. So Nara Narayan and Chilarai had strengthened 

the Koch militia by modernizing and introducing new techniques and sections in the 
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army like - a standing army (although small in size), spies, elephantry, navy . 

constructing forts ^ and developing the transport system^. The peasantry and the 

artisans of the kingdom were also brought under the state control to render military 

service as paik. By the paik system, an able-bodied man (paik) from peasantry and 

professional castes like- Teli (oilmen), Mali (gardeners), Dhoba (washer man), Kahar 

(palanquin bearer), Kamar (iron smith), Sonari (gold smith), Patni (boatmen) and 

Chamar (tanner); were allotted 3 puras (12 highas) of rent- free land " in terms of 

rendering obligatory military service to the state particularly in times of requirement .li 

increased the strength of the Koch peasant-infantry to 425000." Moreover. Nara 

Narayan appointed few Rajput and Afghan soldiers in his militia for leading the 

infantry and cavalry.' At the same time, the tribal force was maintained as an essential 

part oithe militia. Before any warfare. Nara Narayan had to host a grand dinner for the 

Kachari. Mech. Koch, Bhutia and other tribes of the northern bank of the 

Brahmaputra.^ So, Nara Narayan and Chilarai resumed the aggressive warfare with 

this "tribal peasant-militia' . 

4.1.1.Aggressive Warfare 

Hmergence of the Ahom state in Upper Assam and its expansion towards the 

Lower Brahmaputra valley were the great hindrance for further growth and 

development of the Koch kingdom. So Ahom-Koch conflict was the "inevitable 

outcome of inter-tribal contest for controlling the Eastern Brahmaputra valley from 

where other tribal states of Northeast India could be controlled easily". Visvasimha did 

not get any success against the .A.homs rather he accepted the Ahom suzerainty. He 

advised his sons to continue the warfare against the Ahoms.'"' The Ahoms on the 

contrary, attacked the Koch territory at Sala in the south bank of the Brahmaputra in 

1543 A.D.'" Koch prince Dipa Singha, along with two Koch generals, named 

Hemadhar and Ramachandra were killed by the Ahoms in 1546 A.D. So the Koches 

sent an organized invasion against the Ahoms in 1547 A.D.but suffered a heavy defeat 

and around 500 Koch soldiers were massacred. 

Nara Narayan. however, tried to establish good relations with the Ahoms by 

diplomatic means. So he sent a diplomatic mission headed by Satananda Karzi, 

Ramesvar Sharma, Dhuma Sardar, Udbhanda Chaonia and Shyamrai. in 1477 Saka 

(1555 A.D.) to the court of Ahom king, Sukhampha (1552-1603). '^ But the Ahoms 
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replied most harshly with instigating comments.'^" So a serious conflict broke out 

between these emerging states. The Koch naval fleet commanded by Tepu^' and 

Table 4.1: Warfare and resource collection by Nara Narayan and Chilarai. 

State Year Result(s) Condition of Treaty/ 
Amount of indemnity 

First Installment 

Ahom 1562-63 The Ahoms 
were defeated 

60 elephants, 60 pieces of 
cloths, a large amount of 
gold and silver 

Kachar 

Meitei 

Javantia 

ripura 

Khairam 

1564 

1564 

1564 

After the 
Jayantia 
invasion 

Submission of 
Kachar 

Submission of 
Manipur. 

The Koches 
installed a pro-
Koch king in 
Jayantia. 

Dimrua 

' S\Thet 

Gauda Chilarai 
was 
defeated 

King was killed 
and the Koches 
installed a new 
king. 

60 elephants, 60 pieces 
of cloths and a large 
amount of gold and 
silver 

Annual tribute @70000 silver 
coins, 1000 gold coins and 60 
elephants. 

tribute @ Rs. 
300 gold coins 

Annual 
20000, 
and 10 elephants 

24 elephants and large 
amount of gold and 
silver^ 

"R'S." 2^000. 10000 gold 
coins. 40 elephants 

Annual tribute @ 70 
horses, Rs.lOOOO/ 1000 
gold coins and 100 swords. 

9000 gold coins. 

Submission. 

The king of 
Dimrua was 
defeated. 
The king was 
killed and a new 
king was 
installed. 

@ Rs. 15000. 900 gold 
coins. 50 horses and 30 
elephants. 
(S)Rs.7000. 

@300000 silver coins, 
10000 gold coins. 100 
elephants and 200 horses. 

Chilarai was 
imprisoned and 
released later on 

TotalCo) 
Elephants: 
Horses: 
Swords: 
Silver coins (Rs.): 
Gold coins: 
Other: 

=260, 
=320, 

= 100, 
= 422000 
=22200, 

= Valuable goods. 

100 horses. Rs 10000. 
] 000 gold coins and 100 
swords. 

10000 silver coins. 100 
gold coins and 30 war-
horses. 

strong 60 horses, 40 
tuskers" .Rs .40000 
and 1000 gold coins. 

100 elephants. 180 
horses, Rs300000 and 
10000 gold coins. 

First Installment. 
Elephants=264, 
Horses=370, 
Swords=100, 
Rupees=380000, 
Gold coins =22100,Others Valuable goods. 
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For his outstanding performance against the Ahoms Sukladhvaj got the appellation 

'Chilarai'. The Ahom king fled to the Charai Khorang hill and eventually proposed for 

peace by offering valuable gifts consisting 60 elephants, 4 pots of silver, 2 pots of gold 

and few pots of jwelleries.^^ The Koches agreed with the proposal of the Ahoms and 

kept few representatives of the Ahom King as hostages ^̂ . So the Koches established 

their supremacy over the most powerfiil enemies in the eastern frontier. 

The victory over the Ahoms had opened a new chapter in the history of the 

aggressive warfare of the Koches. After the Ahoms, Chilarai was looking towards 

Kachar which was already sacked by the Ahoms in 1535-36 A.D.'̂ '* Chilarai with 

52000 tribal army and other generals like- Bhimbal, Bahubal,^^ Rajendra Patra, 

Damodar Karzi and Megha Makdum^^ had proceeded towards Maibang, the capital of 

Kachar. While the Koch army halted at Marangi, the King of Kachar submitted to the 

Koches in 1564 A.D. with 28 elephants and large amount of gold and silver and agreed 

to pay Rs.7000, 1000 gold coin and 60 elephants to the Koches as annual tribute .̂ ^ To 

confirm tribute in the subsequent years, Nara Narayan appointed Kamal Narayan, a 

Koch prince, as the DheyanI Dhean (governor) at Khaspur of Kachar^^.The king of 

Kachar, however, enjoyed the political autonomy. 

On hearing the success of the Koches against the Ahoms and the Kacharis, Ripu 

Singha (1561-1579 A.D.), the king of Manipur willingly surrendered to the Koches. He 

paid 20000 silver rupees, 1000 gold coins and 40 elephants to the Koches and Rupees 

20000, 300 gold coins and 10 elephants had been fixed as the annual tribute ^'' 

Unlike Kachar and Manipur, Jayantia king (Bargohain 1548-1564 A.D.) took the 

challenge of the Koches but was slain in the battlefield. The Koches installed a new 

king (Vijay Manik c 1564-80) "̂ in the throne of Jayantia who paid 1000 silver coins, 

1000 gold coins, 100 horses and 100 swords. The Darrang Raj Vamsavali describes 

that the king of Jayantia was allowed the right of minting and enjoying political 

autonomy on the condition of paying annual tribute @ Rupees 10000, 1000 gold coins, 

70 horses and 300 Nakaidao (knife) to the Koch king. "** 

Tripura, another tribal state of considerable strength, situated in the extreme 

comer of Northeast India, offered a serious challenge to the Koch invasion. The 

Darrang Raj Vamsavali claims, that king of Tripura was slain and his brother 
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surrendered to the Koches and paid a tribute of Rs. 1000, 100 gold coins and 30 horses. 

Tripura also agreed to pay 9000 gold coins as annual tribute.^* 

The chiefdom of Khairam centered in the Khasi-Jayantia hill with its capital at 

Nongkhreen near Shillong and headed by Viryavanta (Raja) had submitted to the Koch 

king with valuable gifts. The Darrang Raj Vamsavali narrates that the chief of 

Khairam was allowed the right of autonomy on the terms of payment of annual tribute 

to the Koches @ Rupees 15000, 900 gold coins, 50 horses and 30 elephants. He, was, 

however, allowed to mint coins, bearing the name of Nara Narayan (Malladeva). ^̂  

The Darrang Raj Vamsavali also narrates the further invasions of Chilarai to 

Sylhet which was under the control of the Sultan of Bengal in the 16''' century. As 

Sylhet denied the tribute claimed by Nara Narayan, Chilarai invaded Sylhet. Sylhet 

resist the Koch invasion but being defeated finally compelled to pay huge amount of 

silver rupees (Rs. 300000), gold coins, elephants and 180 horses to the Koches. The 

annual tribute was also very high.̂ ** On their way back from Sylhet, the Koches also 

defeated a small chiefdom called Dimrua. The king was imprisoned and finally 

released. 

The continuity of 'warfare' with tribal militia under the commandership of 

Chilarai resulted into the expansion of Koch territory in the east and southeast of the 

kingdom inherited from Visvasimha. The collection of indemnity of total Rs.380000, 

22100 gold coins, 264 elephants, 370 horses and other valuable goods considerably 

encouraged the warfare of the tribal state and fattened the treasury {bhandar) of the 

state. As in the initial stage, 'the only source of income of the Koch kingdom' was 

booty, the first installment of total Rs.380000 had significantly contributed to the 

economic development of the Koch kingdom. Role of 'tribal peasant militia' and local 

help, rendered by the cognate tribes eventually confirmed an annual tribute of 

Rs.422000, 22200 gold coins, 320 horses, 260 elephants and other valuable goods for 

the Koches. It accelerated their state formation process. As a whole 'aggressive warfare 

against the tribal states of Northeast India, theoretically proves the importance of 

warfare as a major dynamic of state formation.' 

4.1.2.Defensive Warfare 

Nara Narayan did not provincialise the conquered territories. On the contrary, the 

Koches did not have sufficient standing army to provincilize the conquered territories. 
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So the questions of defence of the conquered territories and consolidation of the 

kingdom had motivated the Koches to move towards defensive warfare against the 

probable and traditional aggressors, i.e. the Ahoms and Bengal. 

The Afghans and the Mughals of Bengal did not tolerate the emergence of a tribal 

power under the Koches just in the immediate proximity of Bengal. Sulaiman Karrani, 

the Afghan Sultan of Bengal (1565-72 A.D.), after conquering Orissa (1567-68), ^̂  

marched towards the Koch kingdom and reached as far as Koch capital but got back to 

his own capital at Tanda without permanent political result.'* The Koch chronicles and 

the genealogies on the contrary, have narrated that Chilarai invaded Bengal and inspite 

of his outstanding performance he was defeated and imprisoned by the Sultan and 

eventually released.^' This defeat of the Koches had instigated the Sultan of Bengal for 

further invasions to Tista-Brahmaputra valley. And it was under the commandership of 

Kalapahar, the Sultani army invaded Brahmaputra valley and devastated the temples of 

Hajo and Kamakshya and got back to Bengal without permanent political result."'* This 

conflict eventually compelled Nara Narayan to change the aggressive warfare into a 

defensive one. Even Chilarai (form the jail of Bengal) had instructed Nara Narayan to 

form • defensive alliance with the Ahoms.'' 

Table 4.2: Defensive warfare and defensive alliances of Nara Narayan. 

State 
Sultan 
of 
Bengal 
Ahom 

Mughal 

Year(s) 
1565-68 
A.D. 

1565-70 
A.D. 

1574-87 
A.D. 

Relation(s) 
The Afghans defeated the 
Koches. 

The Koches tried to establish a 
friendly terms with the Ahoms 
after their defeat in Bengal. 
A treaty of friendship was 
concluded between the Koches 
and the Mughals. 

Consequeiice(s) 
It broke the traditions 
of aggressive warfare 
of the Koches. 
Koch attitude towards 
the Ahom became 
defensive. 
It was the beginning of 
the Mughal hegemony 
in the Koch politics. 

Realizing the hostility of Bengal and weak defence of the Koch territory, Nara 

Narayan released the hostages of the Moms'*" taken after the victory of the Koches 

1563 A.D."" The Ahoms, on the contrary, began to re-conquer their lost territories from 

the Koches. However, the Koches renewed the warfare. But the Ahoms successftilly 

repulsed the Koch naval attack commanded by Tepu and captured Mahun Laskar, 

Koch naval officer (Barua). *^ So Nara Narayan did not continue the aggressive 
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warfare against the Ahoms: He merely wanted the defence of his own territory from the 

further inroads of the Ahoms. 

The establishment of the Mughal supremacy in Bengal in 1576 A.D.'*"' was a 

new development in the southwestern proximity of the Koch state. The Mughals with 

their aggressive design in Northeast India first came into contact with the Koches. The 

Koches, instead of aggressive warfare took moderate and pragmatic view towards the 

Mughals i.e. 'friendly relation'. First step of the Koch-Mughal friendship was the 

refusal of the Koches to provide political shelter to the Afghan rebels in 1574 A.D..'*'* 

Friendly attitude between the Koches and the Mughals turns into a 'defensive alliance' 

since 1578 A.D. " The Koch chronicles and genealogies categorically mentioned that a 

defensive agreement was concluded formally between Nara Narayan and the Mughal 

Emperor Akbar,***̂  But the Persian source has constructed this relationship with a 

different version that Nara Narayan sent a formal mission with valuable gifts to the 

court of Akbar in 1578 A.D.^^ Again Nara Narayan did cooperate with the Mughals in 

1583 in quelling the Afghan rising in the vicinity of Mughal-Koch frontier."** It is often 

argued that Nara Narayan had accepted the Mughal vassalage"*^ but the available 

sources do not prove the vassalage status of the Koches rather place them in equal 

footing with the Mughals. The Mughal-Koch understanding was essentially a defensive 

one^" for both the parties.^' 

So the 'stage of aggressive warfare' of the Koches was transformed into a 'phase 

of defensive alliance' particularly after 1570 A.D. Territorially Koch kingdom rose to 

its zenith administered directly from the core area, comprising the whole Tista and 

Lower Brahmaputra valley, and had indirect influence over the Northeast Indian tribal 

states including Bhutan. But transition from 'aggressive warfare' to 'defensive 

alliance' had stopped the plunder of booty. Hence instead of collection of booty 

through warfare, the Koches proceeded to exploit the revenue from the internal domain 

to maintain the 'state system' that became more complicated and elaborate. 

4.2.Segmentation 

Unlike the segmentary state, ^̂  the Koch kingdom became a centralized political 

entity without provinces and local zones and less capability of controlling the 

conquered territories. Hence, segmentation was inevitable, unless or until 'centrality is 

imposed from above' to the administrators of the conquered territories. Kamal Narayan 
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(Gohain Kamal) who was appointed as Dheyan for taking care of the political affairs of 

Kachar and collecting tributes from the tribal states, practically became independent 

and established the Khaspur state which remained in existence till 1745.^'' Even before 

his death (1587 A.D.), Nara Narayan was compelled to divide the centralized kingdom 

into two separate branches. It opened the new phase in the state formation process of 

the Koches which eventually resulted into the gradual decrement of the territories and 

establishment of Mughal-Ahom hegemony over the Koch state. 

4.2.1.Division of the State 

The genealogies, chronicles and the Persian works have categorically described 

the division of the Koches during the last decade of the reign of Nara Narayan. These 

sources claim that Nara Narayan remained childless for a longtime due to his late 

marriage and Raghudeva Narayan, son of Chilarai was chosen as the heir apparent or 

Patkumar.^^ But with the birth of Lakshmi Narayan and being instigated by the 

kinsmen and some bureaucrats of Nara Narayan, Raghudeva decided to stay at Ghila 

Vijaypur (Bamagar) ^^ and declared him as the ruler of the eastern part of the Koch 

kingdom. Nara Narayan tried to pacify him but by no means Raghudeva was willing to 

return. Realizing the contemporary political situation of Northeast India Nara Narayan 

eventually granted the territories, marked by the Sankosh river in the west to the 

eastern most comer ^' to Raghudeva in 1581 A.D. ^̂  This division of the kingdom 

marked the beginning of internecine strife between the eastern part or Kamarupa or 

Koch-Hajo (Eastern Koch kingdom) and western part or Kamata or Cooch Behar (main 

branch). ^' 

4.2.2. Beginning of Intra-Koch Conflicts. 

Raghudeva Narayan although acknowledged the supremacy of Nara Narayan *" 

but when Lakshmi Narayan became the king of Cooch Behar in 1587A.D., he placed 

himself as the independent king of Koch-Hajo or Kamarupa. 'Two branches ' now 

began to attack each other in order to establish single power hegemony. 

Intra-Koch conflicts had allured Isha Khan, a Zamindar of considerable strength 

of Bhati to attack the territory of Raghudev lying south of the Brahmaputra^^. But 

eventually a peace was established between them. It was essential for both the parties. 

At the same time Isha Khan was a sleepless enemy of the Mughal power of Bengal. 

Being afraid of Mughal expansion he needed an alliance with such a power that could 
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be the natural enemy of the Mughals. Defensive alliance between Cooch Behar and the 

Mughals had placed Raghudeva as the natural enemy. Raghudeva on the other hand, 

wanted to destroy the power of Lakshmi Narayan for which he formed an alliance with 

Isha Khan^^. It compelled Lakshmi Narayan to establish a deep relation with the 

Mughals. Lakshmi Narayan, by offering his sister to Man Singh, the governor of 

Bengal, and his personal submission to the Mughal in 1596^'' secured the Mughal 

assistance ^''against the alliances of Raghudeva Narayan and the Afghans. So the 

policy of 'defensive alliance' perused by Nara Narayan turns into a subordination of 

the Koches and intra-Koch conflicts now crossed the regional boundary and involved 

two other mutually conflicting powers of Bengal. 

Fiaure 4.1:The Tista-Brahmaoutra valley in the 1?"̂  century. 

Core Area 
(Cooch Behar) Koch-Hajo 

Mughals Afghans 
(Isha Khan) 

Ahom 

= Conflicts 

= Friendship 

C5 
Good terms with Isha Khan had instigated Raghudeva to attack Bhitarband, 

most coveted region of the core area of the Koches, which was captured by him in 

1597 A.D. This success of Raghudeva led him to attack Lakshmi Narayan. But 

Lakshmi Narayan with the Mughal help defeated Raghudeva ^̂  and brought his royal 

insignia to Cooch Behar^'. At the same time Isha Khan, after some initial success 

against the Mughals and the Koches in 1597 eventually submitted to the Mughal 

Emperor Akbar *̂ and died in 1599 A.D. 

Being isolated and friendless Raghudeva now shifted his attention towards the 

Ahoms for continuing enmity with Lakshmi Narayan. He offered his daughter 

Mangaldai ^^ to Pratap Singha (1603-1641 A.D.), King of the Ahoms, by which 
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Raghudeva secured the assistance of the Ahoms against Lakshmi Narayan backed by 

the Mughals. But this attempt of Raghudeva Narayan had opened the road of future 

encroachment of the Ahoms. 

Parikshit Narayan became the king of Koch-Hajo after the death of Raghudeva 

Narayan in 1603 A.D. and ensued the rivalry with Lakshmi Narayan. Parikshit Narayan 

attacked Bahirband'" which eventually placed the two branches of the Koches into a 

direct confrontation. Lakshmi Narayan was defeated by Parikshit ' 'and compelled to 

return the royal insignia brought earlier from Raghudeva Narayan. Thus Lakshmi 

Narayan personally submitted in 1609 to Islam Khan, governor of Bengal , to secure 

the Mughal support against Parikshit Narayan. It confirmed Mughal assistance but 

Lakshmi Narayan's political status was reduced to a vassal from a sovereign ruler .It 

also placed Koch-Hajo as a closer enemy of the Mughals. 

Parikshit Narayan now attacked by two immediate neighbors i.e. Mughal and 

Lakshmi Narayan. Islam Khan sent an expedition against Parikshit Narayan under the 

commandership of Mukhram Khan who was accompanied by the Raja of Sushung '"*. 

Parikshit Narayan got some success against the Mughals but lost the Dhubri fort to 

them. Parikshit Naryan finally agreed to conclude a peace proposed by the 

Mughals.He offered a lucrative gift to Shaykh Kamal, a Mughal general and agreed to 

pay a huge tribute of Rs.300000, 300 elephants, 300 tangan horses to the Mughals .'^ 

But Islam Khan did not ratify the terms of the peace because he wanted the personal 
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submission of Parikshit Narayan to Jahangir, the Mughal Emperor . So hostilities 

broke out once again. The Mughals and Lakshmi Narayan conjointly attacked Dhubri 

and Khuntaghat respectivley, two important strategic points of Parikshit Narayan. 

Parikshit fled to Pandu and finally surrendered to the Mughals in 1612 A.D.'* Thus 

southern part of Koch-Hajo became a part of the Mughal Empire. At the same time 

Bali Naryan, brother of Parikshit Narayan, fled to the Ahom territories and 
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subsequently became a tributary ruler of Darrang under their protection . So the 

Ahom hegemony was established in the northern part of the Eastern Koch kingdom. 

For the continuity of the intra-Koch conflicts, Koch kingdom was reduced to a 

small territory, extended from the Tista-Karatoya to the Sankosh including some 

portion of Dhubri. Lakshmi Narayan although got rid from the intra-Koch conflicts but 

'lost his entity as an independent king'. Both Lakshmi Narayan and Parikshit Narayan 
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were taken to Dacca and thence to the imperial capital of the Mughal where they were 

confined for few years. Parikshit agreed to pay Rs.700000 as war indemnity to 

Jahangir and return to Dacca in 1617. But Ibrahim Khan Fatejang, governor of 

Bengal, did not agree with the emperor and again Parikshit was sent to Delhi*'. 

Eventually Parikshit Narayan managed to release from the Mughal court but on his 

way to Koch Kingdom he died at the bank of the Ganges, near Allahabad (1618 

A.D.) . Lakshmi Narayan was also allowed to return from the imperial court in 1618 

A.D. after exchanging certain gifts.*^ He maintained the relationships with the Mughals 

as an obedient vassal *"* that was followed by the next Koch king, Bir Narayan (1627-

32 A.D.). 

4.2.3.Consequences of the Intra-Koch Conflicts. 

Intra-Koch conflict eventually resulted into the loss of eastern Koch kingdom to 

the Mughals and the Ahoms .On the other hand, the Koches of the main branch were 

demoted to the vassalage of the Mughals for few years particularly up to 1632 A.D. 

having political autonomy and certain other requisite of an independent state. 

It is very difficult to determine the exact amount of annual tribute paid by the 

Koches to the Mughal court. The buranjis mentioned that Parikshit Narayan was 

agreed to pay Rs.700000 *^and with other subsidiary goods per annum which, 

however, did not transform into practice. But regarding Lakshmi Narayan did neither 

the local sources nor the Persian works mention the exact amount. The Baharistan-i-

Ghaybi, a Persian work of the 17"' century, merely mentions that Lakshmi Narayan 

offered a suiXablt peshkash (tribute)*' to Islam Khan, the Mughal governor of Bengal, 

and rendered military services to the Mughals in times of their war against Parikshit 

Narayan. Occasional payment of 500 muhars as gift to Jahangir in 1618 A.D.*'cannot 

be counted as aimual tribute. However, the Baharistan-i-Ghaybi recorded that after 

1618 A.D. Lakshmi Naiayan's peshkash payable to the Mughals was Rs. 100000.** But 

this source does not highlight any point about the fixed rate of armual tribute. 

Contrarily, military service rendered by Lakshmi Narayan was the primary cost of the 

subordinate alliances with the Mughals. 

Historical works on the Koches. done so far have over-emphasized the vassalage 

status of the Koches due to the disappearance of the centralityin the Koch kingdom.*' 

But maintenance of the vast army for both serving the Mughals and protection of the 
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kingdom, occasional payment of tribute and with the continuity of certain traditions 

initiated by the early Koch kings; had stimulated the Koch state to search for more 

alternatives for its existence. In the absence of Lakshmi Narayan in capital, the prince 

{Patkumar) handled the administration of the state for several years. Even after his 

return from the Mughal court, Lakshmi Narayan had been in the charge of 

administration of Mughal occupied Koch-Hajo for pacifying the anti-Mughal 

sentiments of the subjects of that land ". The Patkumar continued the rule from the 

capital. Stephen Cacella, a Jesuit traveler, found the Prince {Gohursa) as the ruler of 

Cooch Behar during his visit to Koch kingdom in 1627 A.D.." So the Koch kingdom 

witnessed a parallel rule from two centers and obviously for two opposite purposes 

which was however, not identical with the segmentary state system. 

4.3. Internal Strife and Pressure from Outside. 

A new phase in the process of state formation of the Koches had been started 

with the accession of Prana Narayan as king Cooch Behar in 1632 A-D.**̂  The Koch 

state began to revive its political status under his leadership because he resumed the 

aggressive warfare and made new administrative arrangements to cope with the 

contemporary situation. But it led the beginning of another stage of encroachmeni. o!' 

the Mughals, Ahoms and Bhutan. 

4.3.L Koch -Mughal and the Koch-Ahom Conflicts. 

Prana Narayan being an ambitious Koch king (1632-1665) was determined to 

restore the prosperity of kingdom. Thus he looks towards former Eastern Koch 

kingdom where Bali Narayan, a feudatory king of Darrang, had been fighting against 

the Mughals till his death in 1638 A.D.. The anti-Mughal warfare was continued by his 

son Chandra Narayan with the assistance of the Ahoms.^^ Mughal occupation in 

Kamarupa and their conflicts with the Ahoms '̂ '* did not permit Prana Narayan to make 

any agreement with the Ahoms against the Mughals.Rather, the bondage of militar> 

service to the Mughals and contemporary situation of Northeastern India had 

compelled Prana Narayan to cooperate with the Mughals in their Assam campaign in 

1637 A.D. But the Ahoms defeated the Mughals in 1638 and eventually both the parties 

concluded a peace in 1639 A.D.. The Ahom had formally accepted the Mughal 

authority in Kamarupa while Ahom supremacy was also recognized in the territories 

occupied by them and they moved towards establishing a commercial relation.'̂ '*' So 
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Prana Narayan also tried to make a good relation with the Ahoms through diplomatic 
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means . 

Prana Narayan, however, got an opportunity to curve the Mughal pressure when 

Mughal empire was suffering from a 'fratricidal struggle among the successors of Shah 

Jahan' in 1657 A.D.. Shah Sujah, viceroy of Bengal, by leaving the Mughal-Koch 

frontier unprotected, had set out to participate in the 'contest for the throne of the 

Mughal Empire'. This opportunity had strengthened the position of Prana Narayan for 

which he denied to pay peshkash to the Mughals and he attacked the Mughal controlled 

territories. Ghoraghat, an important center of contemporary politics, and the 

Dinajpur-Raj were regular victims of his aggression.^* 

Prana Narayan's aggression was more diplomatic than the early Koch rulers. In 

order to re-conquer the former Koch-Hajo (now Mughal controlled territories), he sent 

a mission to Durlabha Narayan, the Koch Zamindar of Budhanagar and a vassal of the 

Mughals, with a request to expel the Mughals from his ancestral kingdom by joining 

him. However, Durlabh: Narayan refused this proposal and remained faithful to the 

Mughals.Thus Prana Narayan sent a trop commanded by Bhaba Nath Karzi '^ who 

occupied the territories of Durlabh' Narayan. Durlabh Narayan took shelter to the 

Ahom king, Jayadhaja Singha (1651-1665 A.D.). *"" This triumph of Prana Narayan 

revived the old policy of aggressive warfare of the Koches. 

Mir Lutflilla, Mughal faujdar (commander) at Guwahati, had tried to check the 

advancement of Bhabanath Karzi towards Hajo. But Bhabanath Karzi easily recaptured 

Hajo, another important center of Northeast India's contemporary politics"". Prana 

Narayan now requested the Ahom king, Jayadhaja Singha to pressurize over the 

Mughal commandants to evacuate Assam.'"^ So Being afraid of conjoint attack of the 

Koches and the Ahoms, the Mu^sA faujdar fled to Jahangimagar (Dacca) in 1658 

A.D.'°^ 

Flight of the Mughal commandants from Pandu and Ghoraghat enabled the 

Ahoms to capture Guwahati without trouble. But it became a direct challenge for 

further advancement of Prana Narayan to the Brahmaputra valley. Peaceful 

negotiations of Prana Narayan was cancelled by the Ahoms on the ground that the 

Koches did not support the Ahoms in their conflicts with the Mughals in the 1630's. '"'* 

So the Koch-Ahom conflicts became inevitable. The Ahoms defeated Bhabanath Karzi 
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and his son, Aniruddha Karzi fell in the battlefield. The Ahoms now advanced as far as 

the Sankosh in the west '"^and placed the kinsman of the ruling family of Koch-Hajo as 

the feudatory chiefs of different places of the Brahmaputra valley under their protege. 

Chandra Narayan, grandchild of Parikshit Narayan, was placed at Ghila Vijaypur, the 

former capital of Raghudeva Narayan. Durlabh, Narayan was appointed as the 

administrator for a part of Beltola and Gandharbha Narayan, son of Bir Narayan was 

given Beltola under the Ahom protection by 1659 A.D. '"* This advancement of the 

Ahoms as far as the Sankosh, the western boundary of former Koch-Hajo5 and 

feudatory arrangements with the successors of Parikshit Narayan in the Brahmaputra 

valley had stopped the possibility of reunification of the Koch kingdom under the 

leadership of Prana Narayan. Jay Narayan, a Koch zamindar, alone was motivated to 

establish a peaceful understanding between the Ahoms and the Koches but could not 

materialize it and compelled to leave his feudatory estate in 1659 A.D.'**^ 

So the aggressive warfare led by Prana Narayan in the Brahmaputra valley was a 

failure but it could not stop the continuity of warfare. Prana Narayan himself attacked 

the Mughal faujdar at Dhubri for which the Mughals left Dhubri. But the booties 

including Mughal arms and naval fleets plundered by the Koches could not carried to 

Cooch Behar because the Ahom force immediately captured Dhubri including the 

plundered materials.'"^Prana Narayan, now compelled to return to his capital without 

economic incentives and diplomatic gains. 'His leadership could have united the 

Koches as a resistance force against the Mughals and the Ahoms but dispersed 

feudatory chiefs of the Koches of the Lower Brahmaputra valley had their tie-up with 

the Ahoms not with the independent of Koch state of the main branch'. 

Prana Naraya could not enjoy the independent status for a long time. New 

Mughal Emperor, Aurangzeb (1658-1707) had revived the Mughal imperialism in 

Northeast India. Mir Jumla, an ambitious and competent Mughal general, set out for 

Northeast India to reconquir the lost territories and confirm the vassalage of the 

Koches. He captured Cooch Behar in 1661 A.D.and reached as far as Yok Duar near 

the Bhutan frontier *° .̂ Prana Narayan fled fi"om the capital and took shelter in 

Bxixaduar, " " a mountain pass to enter into Bhutan.The Mughals concluded a peace 

with Vishnu Narayan" \ Prince of the kingdom. A gigantic amount was fixed as 

tribute"^ and administration had been left in charge of Isphandar Beg and Qazi 
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Samuisuja, two Mughal officials, with adequate military strength.'" Mir Jumla's 

Cooch Behar campaign was, however, merely a disastrous episode for the Koches 

because Prana Narayan got down from Buxaduar and expelled the Mughals from his 

capital who were compelled to take shelter in Ghoraghat.'" 

Fathiya-i-Ibriya, a 17'*' century Persian work, clearly emphasizes that the 

inapplicability of 'Mughal revenue assessment' in Cooch Behar and antagonism of the 

peasantry were responsible for the unpopularity and easy expulsion of the Mughals."^ 

It is to be noted that the Koches gradually established their hold over the peasantized 

economy of the plains of northern Bengal and had the control over the 'Indo-Bhutan 

hill trade' carried through the region which enabled the Koch kingdom to solidify its 

economic base even with moderate rate of land revenue. So the Mughal jamabandi 

(land revenue assessment of the Mughals) was not acceptable to the peasants of the 

Koch kingdom. At the same time the Mongoloid tribes of the Western Duars had their 

natural support to Prana Narayan. Moreover, Mir Jumla's sudden death in 1663 A.D. 

and futility of his Assam campaign had strengthened the position of the Koch king. 

However, Prana Narayan could not enjoy this situation for a long time. Shaistha Khan, 

new governor of Bengal, was convicted to re conquer Cooch Behar and other 

territories. But Prana Narayan preferred to avoid the direct conflict with the Mughals 

and agreed to pay an amount of Rs.550000 as indemnity, which was deposited to the 

Mughal court in 1665 A.D."^ 

So the Koches could not overthrow the alien control from their state inspite of 

Prana Narayana's best effort against the Mughals. But he was successful to maintain 

the territorial limit of the kingdom extended from Bhatgaon of Morung in the west to 

Khutaghat in the east and from Bhutan frontier to Tazhat and Baharband parganas in 

the south."'' 

Prana Narayan was succeded by Moda Narayan (1665-1680 A.D.) who beared 

the bondage of vassalage by assisting the Mughals in their Assam campaign under the 

commandership of Ram Singh. Subsequent Koch rulers, like Mahindra Narayan (1682-

1693 A.D.), Rup Narayan (1693-1714) and Upendra Narayan (1714-1763) had to face 

the frequent Mughal raids. These attacks were mostly motivated with the plunder, as 

the Mughal Empire had been suffering from an economic crisis in its internal domain 
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The Mughals, however, failed to subdue the Koch kingdom into a permanent 

feudatory state. Shaistha Khan was busy with the Mughal state affairs and there was no 

Mughal pressure to the Koches at least for two decades (1665-85 A.D.). But Mahindra 

Narayan's reign (1682-1693 A.D.) faced a Mughal attack which according to Harendra 

Narayan Chaudhuri, had 'compelled the Koches to surrender three chaklas, of Fatepur, 

Kajirhat and Kakina to the Mughals in 1687 A.D''".The Koch officials at Tepa, 

Manthena, Jhori and other Parganas of southern frontier of the state, taking the 

advantages of the internal dissensions and weaknesses of the central authority of the 

state, established tributary relationship with Bengal subha of the Mughals .'^" At the 

same time Pargana Boda, Patgram and Purbabhag were captured by Jabardast Khan, 

Subhadar (governor) of Bengal in 1711 A.D. But these territories were not armexed to 

the Mughal Empire.King Rup Narayan (1693-1714) had retained the possession of 

these parganas by paying a nominal amount of tribute. As it was considered 

derogatory to pay tribute by a King of an independent status, the lease of these 

parganas were taken in the name of Nazir Deo (commander-in-chief and head of the 

military affairs). '^' After a gape of two decades, being invited and instigated by Dina 

Narayan (the adopted son of the king), the Mughals attacked the Koch territory in 

1737-1738 A.D. under the commandership of Muhammad Ali Khan, fauzdar of 

Rangpur. The defeat of the Koch army had compelled the king Upendra Narayan 

(1714-1765) to conclude an agreement with Bhutan which had already established her 

political hegemony over the Western Duars. With the help of the Bhutanese, the 

Koches compelled the Mughal force to leave the Koch territory forever '̂ ^. 

4.3.2.Internal Dissention and Intervention of Bhutana676-1773 A.D.). 

Koch kingdom began to face a new challenge after the death of Prana Narayan as 

he could not check the pressure from outside. Along with it, internal feuds gradually 

placed the state in a stage of continuous struggle between the bifurcated power centers, 

the king and the important state officials. So further changes were inevitable in the 

state politics. Chatra Nazir/Nazir Deo, Dewan Deo/Dewan (head of the civil 

administration) and Raikat (who in the beginning was the frontier guard and the first 

authority in the installation of the new king with full responsibilities of defence of the 

state but now independent zamindar) were the three offices which came forward to 
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establish their respective authority over the kingdom which was endangered with the 

occasional Mughal raids and increasing Bhutanese influence. 

The Raikat of Baikunthapur practically became independent from the Koch state 

affairs from the reign of Bir Narayan (c 1626-32 A.D). Even he broke the compulsory 

tradition of holding royal umbrella {chhatrd) over the new king. Hence, Mahi Narayan, 

the then Nazir, was placed as the alternative of the Raikat and for holding the chhatra 

on the occasion of coronations of Bir Narayan and Prana Narayan; he came to be 

designated as Chhatra Nazir^^^. It made him a significant center of power with the 

leadership in military affairs for which he became a challenge for authority of the king. 

On the other hand, Raikat got the chance to detach his responsibility from the state and 

paid more attention for its own territorial interest. Dewan Deo., taking the minority of 

the king also came forward to participate in the struggle for power. 

Internal conflicts within the state had been started since the last years of the reign 

of King Prana Narayan. The Chhatra Nazir (Mahi Narayan) after hearing the news of 

illness of the king, reached to the capital and killed two mantris (ministers) of the 

state.*^'' But after the death of Prana Narayan (1665), four sons of the said Nazir tried 

each his best to become the king. Realising the possibility of more enhancement of 

internal conflicts among his sons, the Nazir installed Moda Narayan, second son of 

Prana Narayan; as the Koch king (1665-1680). But Mahi Narayan as Nazir and his sons 

as the kinsman of the Nazir had established their control over the militia and civil 

administration. However, Moda Narayan somehow managed a section of the army in 

his favour and killed one trouble-creating son of the Nazir.The Nazir fled from Cooch 

Behar and had been roaming as gossain (mendicant) in different places of the state and 

eventually was killed at the territory of the Raikat. However, Darpa Narayan and Jagna 

Narayan, two sons of the Nazir, with other relatives took shelter in Bhutan. With the 

Bhutanese help they tried to control the state affairs particularly after the death of 

Moda Narayan in 1680 A.D. But the sons of Mahi Narayan again began to fight among 

themselves for the throne'^^. In such a situation Bhutan plundered the capital of the 

Koches and carried the hanuman danda (royal scepter), chhatra (royal umbrella) and 

other royal insignias to Butan.'^^ This was the first time that the Bhutanese had 

intervened over the Koch kingdom. 
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In such a critical situation, the Raikat was invited to install the new king. Raikat 

brothers Jagna Deva and Bhuj Deva reached to the capital at their earliest and had 

installed Vasudeva Narayan, only surviving son of Prana Narayan, as the new king 

(1680-1682 A.D). The Raikat revived the tradition of holding chhatra over the head of 

the new king and proved his role in the state making process. But it was a pause of two 

years only. Once again Jagna Narayan comes down from the hills of Bhutan and with 

the Bhutanese assistance he killed the king in 1662 A.D.'^' So the conflict between the 

Raikat and the Nazir was almost inevitable. The Raikat had installed Mahindra 

Narayan as the Koch king (1682-1693 A.D.) and checked the ambition of Jagna 

Narayan. But the Raikat could not curtail the influence of Jagna Narayan. Even he was 

appointed as the Chhatra Nazir because of his good terms with Bhutan as Bhutanese 

assistance was almost essential for the kingdom to check the Mughal raids of 1780's as 

mentioned earlier. 

After the death of Jagna Narayan, his nephew Shanta Narayan was appointed as 

the Chhatra Nazir and Satya Narayan was appointed as Dewan^^^. They became so 

powerfiil that after the death of Mahindra Narayan they installed Rup Narayan, a 

member of the family of the Nazir, as king (1693-1714) for the Koch throne. The 

Raikat resented '^' this arrangement but he failed to cancel it. At the same time, the 

Raikat was worried about the Mughals of Bengal with whom he had already concluded 

an agreement in 1687 A.D. to pay annual tribute for enjoying his land.'"'" Thus the 

contest of supremacy between two centers of the state affairs to control the king 

eventually ended with the success of the family of the Chhatra Nazir. The Raikat now 

practically became isolated from the main state politics. 

The Dewan, another office of the state affair, became a powerful center of politics 

during the last decade of the 18"' century. While the Nazir and King Upendra Narayan 

(1714-63 A.D.) have conjointly proceeded to resist the Mughal invasion in 1737-38 

A.D., Dewan Deo did not cooperate with them.'"" Again the Dewan, became the 

controller of the state affairs during the reign of Dhairendra Narayan (1765-70 

A.D.).No step could be taken without the consent of the Dewan. But the king murdered 

the Dewan, which initiated a new phase in the process of state formation. 

Internal struggle for kingship and other important offices of the state in the 18^ 

century had weakened the prestige of the Koch king and the authority of the state 
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politics was decentralized into three centers, viz, the state capital, Balarampur (main 

office of Nazir or military affairs) and Baramkhana (the resident of the Dewan).*^^ 

Both the Nazir and Dewan had nominal offices in the capital. Moreover, the revenue 

was also tripartite. Nazir himself taken the possession of revenue produced in 

Mathabhanga and Gitaldah parganas for the expenditure of the military department.'^' 

Dewan also had enjoyed land for its own expenditure. 

In such a critical situation Bhutan initiated her aggression towards the Koch 

kingdom .It has already been observed that in the last quarter of the 17'̂  century 

Chhatra Nazir had opened the road of easy access for Bhutan to Cooch Behar. The 

Bhutanese crossed the hilly region and extended their sway in the plains of present 

Jalpaiguri district particularly in Alipurduar Sub-Division during the reign of Upendra 

Narayan (1714-1763). It was not possible for the Koch king to check the Bhutanese 

encroachment as Upendra Narayan had expelled the Mughals from the Koch territory 

with their help''^. Thus fear of the Mughals compelled the Koch king to bear the 

Bhutanese hegemony. Influence of Bhutan was so high that during the reign of 

Devendra Narayan (1763-65) Bhuatan placed her representative in Cooch Behar with a 

garrison. Bhutan also enhanced her hegemony by introducing a tradition of annual 

ceremonial exchanges of gifts at Chechakhata of Buxaduar by which Bhutan used to 

get almost double from Cooch Behar what she offered to the Koches.'^^lt was 

obligatory for Cooch Behar. 

Direct confrontation between Bhutan and Cooch Behar begun in 1765 A.D. 

when King Debendra Narayan was killed (1665 A.D) by Ratikanta Sharma, a follower 

of the Raj guru (royal priest)''*, Ramananda Gossain. Bhutan arrested Ramananda 

Gossain for this offence and executed him at Punakha and installed Pensu Toma as her 

representative in the Koch capital ' ' ' . Bhutan also annexed Jalpesvar, Mandas and 

other territories of present Malbazar Subdivision of Jalpaiguri district from the Koch 

kingdom during the period between 1765-1770.*'* 

But most disastrous fate was waiting for Cooch Behar. When the king murdered 

Ram Narayan, Dewan favoured by Bhutan, Bhutan took immediate steps and had taken 

king Dhairendra Narayan (1765-1770 A.D. &, 1775-83 A.D.) and new Dewan 

(Surendra Narayan) as captive to Bhutan in 1770 A.D. A new king, Rajendra Narayan 

(1770-1772 A.D) was installed by them *''. Pensu Toma, with the Bhutanese force, 
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became the practical ruler of the kingdom. However, death of Rajendra Narayan in 

1772 A.D.once again raised the question of selection of new king. Cooch Behar 

authority handled by Nazir and Rajmata (mother of the King) had coronet Dharendra 

Narayan in the throne (1772-75). Bhutan did not accept it and came down from the hill 

with a big force and captured the whole Cooch Behar except Rahimganj Pargana. 

Zimpe, Bhutanese general, had fortified the kingdom and installed Bijendra Narayan as 

the 'alternative Koch king' at Chechakhata.'*" Thus a parallel kingship was created in 

Cooch Behar for the intervention of Bhutan. 

The Nazir and other Koch officer found that it is not possible for them to expel 

the Bhutanese from Cooch Behar without external help. Accordingly, after a long 

negotiation with the East India Company, the Anglo-Cooch Behar Treaty was 

concluded in 1773 A.D. by which Cooch Behar accepted the feudatory status.''" 

Although the Bhutanese were expelled from Cooch Behar but this treaty eventually 

established British control over the Koch kingdom and since then Cooch Behar 

enjoyed the 'Native State' status to the end of the British rule in India. 

4.4. Observations. 

The foregoing description on the Koch kingdom reveals that the consolidation of 

the kingdom was rested on the warfare of both 'aggressive' and 'defensive' categories. 

Leadership of the king in the warfare appears as the essential requisite of state 

formation. The territories conquered by the Koches were, however, not provincialised 

.On the contrary, it created the situation of the internal conflicts. So contest with 

similar aggressive powers and the internal struggle had entangled the kingdom in a 

stage of ceaseless warfare till the last day of its independence. Formation of defensive 

alliances and taking military assistance from the neighbours were also common in the 

kingdom. Although the Koches lost their conquered territories to the dominant 

neighbours but maintained its independence till 1772 A.D. 
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